
Taper turning. 

Using a sine bar attachment 

The bar is fitted at the back of the bed, and must be solidly 

mounted as it takes thrust both axially and longitudinally, On 

my 7x12 the studs go through the bench to give extra 

support. 

 

The bar is pivoted at one 

end and has a degree plate 

at the other, to set the 

angle. 

 

 

A slider is mounted on the bar it has 2 

brass adjustment pads to take out  the 

side play . 



Before you connect 

the bar to the cross 

slide you must first 

remove the slides  

feed screw to allow 

the slide freedom of 

movement.  

 

 

 

You can now connect the 

slider to the cross slide.  

Care must be taken to ensure 

the bar height is correct and 

the movement is full and free. 

Don’t forget to lubricate the 

working surfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Now you must find the angle, that the bar has to be set to, 

to get the taper you require.  

I use two different methods . 

1/ Look up the taper in the charts  (posted separately) to find 

the Taper per inch.  And halve it. 

 

 

Without the connecting plate in place put a dial gauge 

between the cross slide and the bar. You must now decide 

the direction you want the taper to go as you must move the 

bar  either towards or away fom the lathe bed.  

Remember the tool is on the opposite side of the work from 

the bar. 

I have a crude scale at the end of the bar to give a starting 

point.  



Then by moving the saddle One inch, and reading the dial 

you will see if the bar requires more or less angle.  In this 

case the 1/2 taper required was .025” to give a taper of 

.0502”  ( number 2 morse ) when you have the settings 

correct lock up the bar, and fit the connecting plate. 

OR 

2/ Place a known example of the taper between centres and 

match  the bar angle to it. 

Set up the bar with the connecting plate. 

Place the sample between centres. 

Place the dial gauge between the cross slide and the sample, 

or in the tool post, adjust the bar so the dial reads zero when 

moved along all of the sample. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Turn the compound 

slide 90° to feed the 

tool and you are all 

set. 

 

 

 

I prefer to turn up 

hill to ensure any 

slack is taken up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Go very carefully on 

the last cuts , it is 

very easy to go too 

small. 

 

Happy Tapering. 



BRIAN. 


